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[Place references and annotations in alphabetical order by author last name.]

Format for an Online Scholarly Journal Article:

Author, A. (Year Published). Article title. Journal Name, Volume(Issue number), page range.

http://doi.org/xx.xxx.xxxx

[In the first paragraph of your annotation, summarize the main points of the source. Be sure to summarize the main points using your own words. Do not copy and paste information directly from the source. Then, explain how the source is relevant to your paper. Explain how this particular source will help you develop one or more of the main points in your essay.]

[If adding the second paragraph for your annotation, indent an additional 0.5” ]

Other Citation Formats

Format for an authored book:

Author, A. A., & Author, B. B. (Copyright Year). Title of the book (4th ed.). Publisher. DOI

Format for a chapter in an edited book:

Author, A. A., & Author, B. B. (Copyright Year). Title of the book chapter. In A. A. Editor & B. B. Editor (Eds.), Title of the book (2nd ed., pp. #–#). Publisher. DOI

Format for a webpage with an author:

Author, A. A., & Author, B. B. (Year, Month Date). Title of webpage. Site name. URL

Format for a webpage with aa group author:

Group name. (Year, Month Date). Title of webpage. Site name. URL